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Writer Amanda Charles listened to President
Obama’s speech two weeks ago and brings the
same-sex marriage issue home to Aspen.

Arts editor Stewart Oksenhorn interviews
Josh Behrman, who calls the ﬁrst year of the
PAC3 in Carbondale “one big giant night.”

ON THE COVER
Cover by Afton Groepper

EDITOR’S
NOTE

an about face | Two weeks ago, I wrote a column criticizing

President Barack Obama for his wishy-washy stance on gay marriage
and gay rights as a whole. Literally as it was being printed on the press,
the President changed his mind and decided in a long-winded and
uncomfortable interview to say he now thinks all people should have
the right to marry, no matter their partner’s gender.

For now, let’s hold
open when he traveled,
the applause, as one
saying he carefully
speech does not make
avoided showing signs
change, and there
of aﬀection to his
are more than a few
spouse in front of other
questions to ask to
people’s kids. This is
the millions of gay
especially sad because
Americans ﬁghting for
we all know this
their rights. After an
behavior does nothing
RYAN SLABAUGH
email asking if she was
to protect children
interested in taking this subject
— it’s to protect the adults who
on, cover story author Amanda
were taught most of their lives by
Charles just calmly responded:
their elders that being gay is not
“I was hoping you would do this
only wrong, but sinful.
story.” And then she went to work.
Many of these adults, however,
After a number of interviews
are changing their minds. The
with the local gay community in
reaction to the President’s
the past couple of weeks, Amanda
statement was nearly split
found the general sentiment to be
— an ABC News poll found it 46
that the Roaring Fork Valley is,
percent for, 47 percent against.
relatively speaking, an acceptable
And black voters, a group who has
place to be openly gay — an ethic
historically been one of the most
that started 35 years ago with the
resistant to gay rights, reacted the
invention of Gay Ski Week.
strongest. The NAACP, comparing
Outside our canyon walls,
the issue to the Civil Rights era in
however, things get a little more
the ‘60s, now supports the idea of
troubling. One local gay resident
same-sex marriage, and a Public
told Amanda he feared being
Policy Polling survey found that
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27 percent of black voters believe
same-sex marriage should be legal,
an increase from 20 percent three
days before Obama’s endorsement.
In the polling, nearly 80
percent of people younger than
35 supported gay marriage, while
nearly 70 percent of those older
than 35 did not — meaning, you
don’t need a doctorate in statistics
to understand what is truly
happening. As more young people
vote, rights for gays will become
more of the popular expectation.
President Obama’s speech will be
credited in history for starting to
move the needle, but we all know
that is not really the case. Because
a number of brave people moved
to places like Aspen and fought for
their rights decades ago, the needle
was already moving.
It’s only now, ﬁnally, that the
world and our leaders are catching
up, and together, we’re starting to
head in the right direction.
rslabaugh@aspentimes.com
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THE WEEKLY CONVERSATION

GUEST OPINION COLUMN

by TIM LYDON of WRITERS ON THE RANGE

The teenagers
we’re not helping
THIS WINTER, events in two
youths often struggle with
Western states gave supporters of
depression, which can lead to
same-sex marriage reason to cheer.
substance abuse, unsafe sexual
First, on Feb. 7, the 9th Circuit Court
activity and, eventually, even suicide.
ruled that California Proposition 8,
In 2008, the Suicide Prevention
the 2008 voter-approved ban on gay
Resource Center found that lesbian,
marriage, violates the U.S.
gay and bisexual young
Constitution.
people were up to seven
The court said the
times more likely to
ban’s only purpose was
have attempted suicide
“to lessen the status and
than the rest of the
human dignity of gay men
population.
and lesbians in California.”
Family conﬂict is the
Then, a week later,
root cause of most of
Washington became the
the problems. Studies
TIM
LYDON
seventh state to legalize
in Arizona, Colorado
gay marriage.
and elsewhere found
While this was good news for
half of gay youths experienced
equal marital rights, statistics from
a negative reaction from their
the West reveal tragic trends among
parents when they disclosed their
gay youth, generally deﬁned as in
sexual orientation, including verbal,
their teens and early 20s. Homeless
physical and sexual abuse. The
services in Los Angeles, Seattle and
religious beliefs of parents are often
Portland, Ore., recently estimated
involved and contribute to rejection
that 20 to 30 percent of their homeof these young people from their
less youth are gay or bisexual. In
homes. At the Urban Peak Youth
Utah, Salt Lake City’s Homeless
Shelter in Denver, one gay teen
Youth Resource Center estimated
reported that his mother showed him
that more than 40 percent are
the grave where she had ﬁguratively
lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender.
“buried” him, unable to reconcile her
Arizona and Colorado report similar
religion with his sexuality. For years,
numbers. Some caution the numbers
he bounced between Colorado foster
may be low, due to youth reticence
homes, shelters and the streets,
about “coming out.”
falling into drugs, unsafe sex and
These numbers match national
other risky behaviors.
trends. Research by the National
Religious discrimination is more
Gay and Lesbian Taskforce estimates
than a family matter. Gay and
that 30 to 40 percent of America’s
Lesbian Taskforce research shows
homeless young people are gay,
it pervades shelters, too, especially
alarming when we consider that
faith-based ones, where otherwise
only 3 to 5 percent of the general
compassionate staﬀ may ignore gay
population is.
youths on religious grounds.
For many gay youths, homelessWhen it comes to religious
ness is just one more landmark on
discrimination against homoa tragic journey. Hidden in urban
sexuality, Utah again springs to
shadows, including in the generally
mind. According to the documentary
friendly cities of the West, these
ﬁlm “8: The Mormon Proposition,”
kids are subject to all varieties of
in 2008, Utah’s Mormon Church
violence, from robbery to rape
spent at least 22 million to
to murder. Even in shelters, they
support California Proposition 8.
experience higher abuse rates than
It substantially contributed to what
their contemporaries. According to
became the most money ever spent
the National Runaway Switchboard,
on a state ballot initiative, anywhere
gay homeless youths, often perceived
in the country.
as easy targets, are far more likely to
Much of the money came from
be victimized than their heterosexual
personal donations from church
counterparts. That was one of the
members in Western states. Setting
factors in the brutal 1998 murder of
aside that this hefty resource could
Matthew Shepard in Laramie, Wyo.,
have provided real relief for the
according to testimony from the
West’s under-funded homeless
killers’ girlfriends.
shelters, the campaign’s widely aired
Homelessness aside, homosexual
and often ﬁercely anti-homosexual

THINKSTOCK PHOTO

rhetoric was likely especially tough
on this region’s already vulnerable
gay and lesbian kids.
While it’s easy to fault the
intolerance of some religious groups,
I was intrigued by something less
expected that recent research
has revealed. It turns out that the
national gay rights movement,
which has raised awareness about
the issue in general, winning many
legal battles in recent years, garners
only mixed results when it comes to
homosexual youth.
On one hand, acceptance of

that make up much of the West.
As ﬁgures show, kids rejected at
home often ﬁnd their way to city
streets and a lifetime of problems.
In this sense, the adult debate on gay
marriage inﬂicts collateral damage
on nontraditional youth, who ﬁnd
themselves lost amid all the media
hoopla. Scant resources exist to help
these kids, and there never seems to
be enough to go around.
As Westerners, we own our share
of this national problem. It’s written
across young faces in Denver, Seattle,
Los Angeles, Missoula. We should

homosexuality has increased,
buoyed by characters on television
shows, prominent entertainment
ﬁgures, and school anti-bullying
campaigns. This helps give many
kids the courage to open up
about their sexuality. But negative
parental reaction is apparently
still widespread and especially
common in rural areas, like those

be proud of our region’s recent
contributions to equal marital rights,
but more work against intolerance is
needed in our communities
and families.
Tim Lydon is a contributor to
Writers on the Range, a service of
High Country News (hcn.org). He
writesin Girdwood, Alaska.
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CLASSIC ASPEN

by TIM WILLOUGHBY

President Coolidge
and Charles
Lindbergh dominated
the news in 1925.

ASPEN 1925,
A PORTRAIT IN NUMBERS
president Calvin Coolidge proposed phasing out inheritance

taxes in 1925, Lindbergh ﬂew across the Atlantic, and style-conscious
women wore ﬂapper dresses. F. Scott Fitzgerald published “The Great
Gatsby”; Hitler issued “Mein Kampf ”; Virginia Wolf penned her ﬁrst novel,
“Mrs. Dalloway”; Rachmaninoﬀ composed his Piano Concerto No. 3;
Sears opened its ﬁrst retail store in Chicago; and the nation focused on the
Scopes Trial in Tennessee.

The 1925 Colorado Year Book,
published by the State Board of
Immigration to promote growth,
presents a numerical snapshot
of Pitkin County, as the mid-20s’
last gasp preceded a decade of
economic decline. Pitkin County
ranked 52nd (out of 60) in county
population, but eighth in metal
mining. Although Pitkin came in
50th in bank deposits, it ranked
32nd in the number of sheep. At the
time, the state ranked ﬁrst in beet
sugar production and second in gold
production, but 33rd in troops who
served in World War 1 and 41st in
population per square mile.
Pitkin’s population totaled 2,707,
and almost half lived in Aspen.
About 600 residents were foreign
born; all the rest, except two African
Americans, were classiﬁed as
“native white.”

12
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Agriculture reigned supreme in
Colorado but not in high-altitude
Pitkin County. Pitkin’s best cash
crop, hay, brought in 2,681,020 (all
ﬁgures in 2010 dollars), sugar beets

as many (6,001) sheep as people,
and there were almost as many
horses as residents of Aspen. With
7,330 range cattle, 729 milk cows,
537 pigs, and 4,656 chickens, no one

AGRICULTURE REIGNED SUPREME IN COLORADO BUT NOT IN
HIGH-ALTITUDE PITKIN COUNTY. PITKIN’S BEST CASH CROP,
HAY, BROUGHT IN $2,681,020 (ALL FIGURES IN 2010 DOLLARS),
SUGAR BEETS ACCOUNTED FOR $26,086, AND 236,130
BUSHELS OF POTATOES AMOUNTED TO ABOUT HALF OF THE
DOLLAR VALUE OF HAY.
accounted for 26,086, and 236,130
bushels of potatoes amounted to
about half of the dollar value of hay.
There were more than four times

May 2 4-30, 2012

appeared to be starving. Ninety-ﬁve
beehives sweetened the pots.
The train mileage to Denver from
Aspen, 203 miles, was shorter than

the trip to Denver from Glenwood
on a diﬀerent railroad line. Thirtynine miles of railroad, 744 miles of
telephone lines, and 228 miles of
irrigation ditches crisscrossed
the county.
The 1920s were still the days of
unconsolidated schools. The county
claimed 15 separate school districts
with 553 students in 128 buildings.
Earning 2,170 a month, male
teachers earned almost twice as
much as female teachers, but were
outnumbered by women ﬁve to one.
Mining still dominated the Aspen
economy, producing 4,403,200
of silver, 2,601,038 of lead and
395,240 of zinc. All of the mining
counties of Colorado lost population
between the 1910 and the 1920
census, while most other counties
grew by large percentages. Garﬁeld
county stayed the same with a
population of about 500 more
than Pitkin’s.
No oil was produced from shale, but
projections by the state department
encouraged industrial growth and
championed that industry’s future.
Statewide oil consumption increased
with Pitkin County’s 183 auto
registrations providing a harbinger of
a diﬀerent future.
The book of impersonal statistics
of 1925 ended with a “Gazetteer of
Cities and Towns” that provided a
human thread by listing government
oﬃcials: Charles Wagner was mayor
of Aspen, and Charles Daily, editor
of The Aspen Times, was clerk. By
wearing two big hats, perhaps Daily
increased Aspen’s population by at
least half … a person.
Tim Willoughby’s family story
parallels Aspen’s. He began sharing
folklore while teaching for Aspen
Country Day School and Colorado
Mountain College. Now a tourist
in his native town, he views it with
historical perspective. Reach him at
redmtn@schat.net.
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LEGENDS & LEGACIES

FROM the VAULT

compiled by THE ASPEN HISTORICAL SOCIETY

‘THE BOYS IN THE BAND’

1981
AVA N T- G A R DE

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE ASPEN HISTORICAL SOCIETY

IN FEBRUARY , The Aspen Times featured photographs and an article about a play
showing locally. “The vicious and cruel humor of homosexuals dominates the dialogue of
The Boys in the Band, which will be presented Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights, Feb 19,
20 and 21, with the curtain rising at 8:30 pm each evening in Paepcke Auditorium.
The avant garde play originally appeared on Broadway in 1968 and a movie was produced a
few years later. The Aspen production is directed by Ann Clasen. The story takes place at a
birthday party given by Michael for Harold. All the guests are gay but one happily married
soul who becomes the catalyst in the Truth Game in which everyone has to call up his true
love on the telephone.”
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“I HAD HESITATED ON GAY MARRIAGE BECAUSE I THOUGHT CIVIL
UNIONS WOULD BE SUFFICIENT. … AND I WAS SENSITIVE TO
THE FACT THAT FOR A LOT OF PEOPLE, THE WORD ‘MARRIAGE’
PROVOKES VERY POWERFUL TRADITIONS, RELIGIOUS BELIEFS,
AND SO FORTH. … BUT I HAVE TO TELL YOU THAT OVER THE
COURSE OF SEVERAL YEARS, AS I TALKED WITH FRIENDS AND
FAMILY AND NEIGHBORS AND WHEN I THINK ABOUT MEMBERS
OF MY OWN STAFF … IN SAME SEX RELATIONSHIPS RAISING
KIDS TOGETHER, OR WHEN I THINK ABOUT THE SOLDIERS …
FIGHTING ON MY BEHALF AND FEELING CONSTRAINED BECAUSE
THEY ARE NOT ABLE TO COMMIT THEMSELVES IN A MARRIAGE,
AT A CERTAIN POINT, FOR ME PERSONALLY, IT IS IMPORTANT
FOR ME TO GO AHEAD AND AFFIRM THAT SAME-SEX COUPLES
SHOULD BE ABLE TO GO GET MARRIED.”
— PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA, WEDNESDAY, MAY 9, 2012

22
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OUT IN THE VALLEY

by AMANDA CHARLES

LONG BEFORE PRESIDENT OBAMA’S GROUNDBREAKING SPEECH THIS
MONTH, ASPEN PROVIDED A SAFE PLACE FOR THE GAY COMMUNITY
TO LIVE, WORK AND THRIVE
the table was situated in the back corner of the pub. It was

the second Friday of the month, and so the staﬀ knew to set out extra
chairs. Members ﬁled in slowly: real estate agents, bankers, music
directors, marketing specialists, entrepreneurs, Web developers and other
professionals from Aspen, all of whom took the time to get to Glenwood
Springs. Some arrived with their partners; some arrived alone; others
arrived for the ﬁrst time.
PITCHERS OF BEER WERE
passed around as hosts Jason and
Dave introduced themselves to the
ﬁrst-timers and thanked them for
stopping by. The mood was light.
Friends shook hands and updated one
another on relationships, work and
vacations, while others shared jokes
over nachos and hot wings. It was
the Roaring Fork Gay and Lesbian

CONTRIBUTED PHOTOS

Community Fund’s second Friday at
the Glenwood Springs BrewPub, and
unlike the group’s typical nights of
winding down over food and drink,
my presence opened the door to a
conversation, in light of recent issues
being pressed at the state and federal
levels, that appeared long overdue:
What exactly does it mean to be gay
in the Roaring Fork Valley?

Sitting to the right of me at
the table was Jason Hodges, vice
president of the board for the Gay
and Lesbian Community Fund.
Jason met his partner, Lou, through
an online dating site while living
in Charleston, S.C., 11 years ago.
Oﬃcially together for nine years, the
couple moved to Aspen with hopes
of sharing a life together.
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Jason Hodges, right, and his partner, Lou, during a recent trip to Iceland.

HAVE QUESTIONS?
For those wanting to learn more about
the Roaring Fork Gay and Lesbian
Community Fund, or to participate or
donate to the cause, visit
http://rfglcf.com/

“Aspen is a special place that has
been acknowledging gay rights for
years,” Jason said. “Our organization
takes credit for putting on the ﬁrst
Gay Ski Week in the world, and that
was 35 years ago when most people
didn’t even know what a gay
person was.”
Jason, who did not come out to
family and friends until his early
30s, feels the local Gay and Lesbian
Community Fund is a great resource
primarily because Aspen, compared
to a city, is a secluded place with a
small population of gay people. In
its eﬀorts, the organization strives

“STRAIGHT PEOPLE TAKE FOR GRANTED THE
LIBERTIES THEY HAVE.”— JASON HODGES
to promote tolerance, understanding
and diversity through education and
service, most actively through school
programs and support groups.
“I would hate to move here and
not know anyone who shares the
same preference,” he said. “It’s hard
enough as it is, and our organization
recognizes the importance of being
available for people who may not feel

24
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comfortable in everyday life.”
As Jason recalls, people often
reach out to him and other group
members for advice and mentoring
before coming out to family and
friends. The same holds true for
family members who have trouble
understanding a gay son or daughter.
But despite what Jason terms
a “progressive community” that
welcomes people of all walks, he and
Lou still encounter diﬃculties when
they travel outside the Valley or meet
with family members.
“Straight people take for granted
the liberties they have,” Jason said.
“I wouldn’t dare hold Lou’s hand,
give him a kiss or hug him in front of
family members, especially children.
When we travel together, it’s not
even a question of whether … the
risk is too great … being gay makes
you painfully aware of other people.”
When it comes to the legal side of
the issue, Jason dismisses the idea

of going to a state that supports gay
marriage just to tie the knot. To him,
it would almost be a scam because he
couldn’t enjoy any of the beneﬁts in
Colorado. Moreover, Jason is hopeful
that Obama’s recent endorsement of
gay marriage will bring legislation that
will protect gays in their communities.
“It would be amazing if Lou and I
could get married in state and live a
life that allows us to be recognized as
a family who supports one another.
Whatever protection we can get,
even if it’s a civil union, that would
be a better change than what we
currently deal with.”
At this point in the evening,
guards were being let down and the
majority of group members were
laying their thoughts and experiences
on the table. Coming out to family
and friends, being able to visit a
partner in the hospital, claiming
mutual taxes, and getting married
and raising children — nothing

CONTRIBUTED PHOTOS

was oﬀ limits. But one individual
stole most of my attention when it
comes to living and working as a gay
person in the community. He was
Paul Dankers, music director at the
Snowmass Village Chapel.
Originally from Wisconsin, Paul
came to Aspen in 2004 to teach

the church were not accepting of him
or his relationship with Michael, he
would willingly leave without stirring
any conﬂict.
To his surprise, Rev. de Wetter
assured Paul that being gay would
never be an issue at the Snowmass
Chapel, and to this day willingly

“I MET MICHAEL AND KNEW I WANTED TO BE WITH HIM
AROUND THE SAME TIME DR. ROBERT DE WETTER BECAME
OUR NEW SENIOR PASTOR. I MADE IT A POINT TO SIT DOWN
WITH THE REVEREND AND BE HONEST ABOUT MY SEXUALITY.”
— PAUL DANKERS
music and composition at Aspen
High School. The following year, a
member of the Snowmass Chapel
approached Paul and asked if
he would be willing to ﬁll in on
Sundays to play the piano during
church sermons. Paul agreed, and
after about six months playing
periodically, the church oﬀered
him a full-time position as music
director.
“It was deﬁnitely a scary spot for
me because church people aren’t
very supportive of gays, especially
gays on staﬀ. I had no intention of
going back into the closet just to
be a part of the church, but it was
also easy for me to pass as a straight
male, which helped.”
According to Paul, the Snowmass Chapel, which takes a
nondenominational stance and goes by
the mantra, “live the adventure,” was
fully accepting of his sexual preference
and made no attempt to ostracize him
from the congregation. The pastor
even took the initiative of providing
Paul employee housing within the
chapel quarters.
But it wasn’t until
2009, when Paul met
Michael, a member
of the Germanbased music group
“Vocaldente,” and fell
in love, that the stance
of the church and its
members took him by
complete surprise.
“I met Michael and
knew I wanted to be
with him around the
same time Dr. Robert
de Wetter became our
new senior pastor. I made it a point
to sit down with the reverend and be
honest about my sexuality.”
Not only did Paul outwardly
express his sexuality to Rev. de
Wetter, he made it clear that if he or

CONTRIBUTED PHOTOS

welcomes his partner Michael to
church every Sunday.
And despite nonsupport of gay
marriage in Colorado, Paul and
Michael decided out of pure love for
each other to legally get married in

the congregation due to nonsupport
of Paul and Michael’s relationship.
According to Rev. de Wetter, this
statistic proves to be a pretty good
track record.
In Paul’s mind, Aspen is unlike
any other small town in that people
are extremely open and accepting. It
doesn’t surprise him that the Valley
would have a church that reﬂects
the same.
“Most of the conversation today is
based on fear,” he said. “If you watch
the dialogue on the right, they are
scared to death we are going to be
out in public schools convincing
kids to be gay … that we will have all
these gay kids running around. In my
perspective, you have a lot of kids
running around with straight models
and they are still gay; it doesn’t make
them turn straight. It makes them
feel alienated, and there is something
fundamentally wrong that.”
Luckily for Paul, he feels conﬁdent
living a lifestyle that is supported

COLORADO AND
GAY MARRIAGE
• In 2006, Coloradans overwhelmingly
voted to change the state constitution
to ban gay marriage after a campaign
largely funded by Focus on the
Family, a conservative group based in
Colorado that’s influential across
the nation.
• While same-sex marriage and civil
unions are largely different from each
other, there was enough bipartisan
support in the state Legislature this
spring to approve civil unions.
• A civil union would grant gay couples
some rights that married couples
have, including letting partners make
medical decisions for each other.
The protections also would enhance
parental and inheritance rights.
• On May 8, Democrats tried to
force Republicans, who control
the calendar, to bring up the bill
for debate. Democrats blamed
Republicans of filibustering by
unnecessarily talking at length about
other bills. Republicans then halted
work for hours, killing the bill and
several others that needed a vote
before a key deadline.
• On May 9, President Barack Obama
became the first U.S. president to
endorse same-sex marriage.
• Minutes after Obama’s endorsement
of same-sex marriage, Democratic
Gov. John Hickenlooper ordered state
lawmakers to reconsider the defeated
civil-unions measure in special
session May 14.
• Late that evening, in front of hundreds
of observers at the Capitol, the bill
failed for the second time in a oneweek period.

Paul Dankers (left) and his husband, Michael,
got married in Iowa.

both in his community and
workplace.
“I proposed to Michael in
Campo de Fiori, and there were
no comments or awkward stares. I
wouldn’t hesitate to hold Michael’s
hand down Main Street or give him
a hug. I can’t speak for all of Aspen,
the Chapel or all gays, but from my
experience, Aspen is a place that is
proud to be nonhomophobic.”
Bellevue, Iowa, last September.
Today, Paul continues to work as
music director for the Chapel, as he
lives with Michael full time in an
apartment in Snowmass.
To date, only one couple has left

• Although neither civil unions nor
same-sex marriages are currently
supported in the state, many take
comfort in the bill sponsor’s mantra:
It’s not a matter of if, but a matter of
when civil unions become law.
• Currently, more than a dozen states
allow either gay marriage or civil
unions, including several that moved
to pass such laws this year.
— Compiled by Amanda Charles

Amanda Charles lives in Snowmass
Village and writes frequently for The
Aspen Times Weekly. Her last cover
story, “The departments are dialing it
in,” published May 10.
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